Performance Center
by Smith & Wesson

Performance Center M&P 9 Shield M2.0
4” Barrel - Optics Ready

SKU: 11786 • 9mm • Fiber Optic Sights
Optic Ready Slide with 4 MOA Red Dot Sight
4” Barrel • 8 and 7 Round Magazines
Includes Performance Center® Cleaning Kit
**SPECIFICATIONS**

**MODEL:** Performance Center® M&P®9 SHIELD™ M2.0™ OR

**SKU:** 11786
**Caliber:** 9 mm
**Capacity:** 8+1 and 7+1 Rounds
**Action:** Striker Fired
**Barrel Length:** 4.0” (10.2 cm)
**Weight:** 22.8 oz. (646.4 g)
**Overall Height:** 5.125” (13.0 cm)
**Overall Length:** 7.0” (17.8 cm)
**Front Sight:** Fiber Optic Green
**Rear Sight:** Fiber Optic Red
**Frame Material:** Polymer
**Barrel Material:** Stainless Steel
**Slide Material:** Stainless Steel
**Slide Finish:** Armornite®
**Frame Finish:** Matte Black
**UPC Code:** 022188874464

**FEATURES:**
- Optic Ready Slide
- 4 MOA Red Dot Sight Included
- PC Tuned Action
- Fiber Optic Sights
- Front Cocking Serrations
- Slim Compact Profile with Embedded Stainless Steel Chassis System for Steel-on-Steel Contact Between Slide and Frame
- Aggressive Grip Texture for Enhanced Control
- Tactile and Audible Trigger Reset
- Armornite® Durable Corrosion Resistant Finish
- Two Magazines Included - One Standard, Flush-Fit and One Extended Finger Groove

**PERFORMANCE CENTER® BRANDED CLEANING KIT**
- Collapsible Cleaning Rod with Rotating T-Handle
- 10 Cotton Cleaning Patches
- Nylon Cleaning Brush
- Bronze Bore Brushes and Nylon Jags (22 cal, 9mm/357/38 cal, 40/10mm cal, 45 cal)
- Nylon Slotted Tips

**PERFORMANCE CENTER® M&P® 9 SHIELD™ M2.0™ 4” BARREL - OPTICS READY**

**UPC Code:** 022188874464

**Frames:**
- Matte Black
- Armornite®
- Matte Black

**Features:**
- Optic Ready Slide
- 4 MOA Red Dot Sight Included
- PC Tuned Action
- Fiber Optic Sights
- Front Cocking Serrations
- Slim Compact Profile with Embedded Stainless Steel Chassis System for Steel-on-Steel Contact Between Slide and Frame
- Aggressive Grip Texture for Enhanced Control
- Tactile and Audible Trigger Reset
- Armornite® Durable Corrosion Resistant Finish
- Two Magazines Included - One Standard, Flush-Fit and One Extended Finger Groove

**Cleaning Kit:**
- Collapsible Cleaning Rod with Rotating T-Handle
- 10 Cotton Cleaning Patches
- Nylon Cleaning Brush
- Bronze Bore Brushes and Nylon Jags (22 cal, 9mm/357/38 cal, 40/10mm cal, 45 cal)
- Nylon Slotted Tips

**Comes in a semi-rigid carry case**
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